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Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 3AbstractWe study algorithms for adaptive source routing in high speed networks, where some of thelinks are unreliable. Thus, the delivery of a single message to its destination may require tryingseveral paths. Assuming a priori knowledge of the failure probabilities of links, our objective is todevise routing strategies which minimize the expected delivery cost of a single message.We describe optimal strategies for two cases: A tree-like network and a general serial/paralleltopology. Whereas in the �rst case, the greedy algorithm is shown to be optimal (i.e., it is best totry the paths by decreasing order of their success probabilities), there is no simple decision rule forthe second case. However, using some properties of serial/parallel graphs we show, that an optimalstrategy can be easily derived from a �xed sequence of paths. We give an algorithm, polynomial inthe number of links, for �nding this sequence.For a general network we show, that the problem of devising an optimal strategy can be solved inpolynomial space and is #P-Hard, and that the minimal expected delivery cost in a given networkis also hard to approximate. Finally, we show, that for scenarios of adaptive source routing, thecommon greedy strategy is not even a constant approximation to the optimal strategy.



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 41 IntroductionRouting protocols in networks of �xed topologies are typically evaluated by the time required to delivera message, where dominant factors are the length of the path selected for delivery and delays causedby queuing. However, it is often the case, that even though no topology updates are initiated, at anytime some links may malfunction. Thus, the e�ciency with which a routing protocol adapts to the(unpredictable) changes in topology becomes a signi�cant measure of performance.In this paper we focus on the problem of adaptive source routing in high speed networks [5, 2, 6].The nodes in these networks contain switching elements with limited computational resources. Theusage of source routing allows a wide range of routes to be used in the network without burdening theintermediate nodes with agreeing on, or precomputing, all possible routing choices. Thus, the deliveryof each message starts with a speci�cation of the entire path from the source to the destination. If allthe links on that path are nonfaulty then the message is transmitted; otherwise an indication is givento the �rst faulty link. The source, upon learning of a failure, chooses another path and retransmitsthe message. Since the transmission is very fast, the time it takes to deliver a message is proportionalto the number of paths tried (i.e., it does not depend on the lengths of these paths).Therefore, the problem of minimizing the expected cost of delivery reduces to devising a routingstrategy which minimizes the expected number of paths tried for a single message.We assume that recovery time is slow relative to sending a message. Thus, if while trying to routea single message a link has failed, it remains unoperational for the entire duration of the attempts tosend this message. However, the failure patterns for the next message are independent of those of thecurrent one. Hence, the trials for sending a single message are not statistically independent, whereasthe trials for di�erent messages are.In the context of graph theory, we study the problem of searching an unknown graph: the aboveproblem is a variation of the stochastic Canadian Traveler Problem (CTP) introduced in [12]. In theoriginal problem a traveler is given a map, where each road has a probability of being untraversable.The goal is to minimize the expected length of the total distance traversed by the traveler towardsdestination. Papadimitriou and Yannakakis showed, that the problem of minimizing the expectedratio to the minimal path length is #P-Hard and solvable in polynomial space.Other variations of this problem were studied in [4]: in the stochastic Recoverable CTP, eachfaulty link may recover. Bar-Noy and Schieber gave a polynomial-time strategy, which minimizes theexpected delivery time of a message, if recovery times are not long relative to the transmission rates.Topkis [15] considered the single source single destination routing problem, where paths are linkdisjoint and of equal lengths. The minimization criterion is the expected number of trials on pathsfor a single message. It was shown, that the optimal sequence of trials with respect to this measure,is by decreasing order of success probabilities on the paths, where the success probability of a path isthe product of the success probabilities of its links. We show below that this strategy, which we callgreedy, is optimal also for con�gurations with dependent paths, such as a path converging network (seede�nition in Section 3). Thus, Topkis' results �t a special case of our problem.Bar-Noy et al. [3] considered the above model and showed that the problem of computing theexpected cost of the optimal strategy is #P-Hard.Some of the previous works consider a model in which failure probabilities are not known, andthe adaptive routing process dynamically learns the desirable order of trials on the paths, thereby



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 5decreasing, in each transmission, the expected number of trials in subsequent transmissions [1, 10, 14].In the present work we assume, that failure probabilities are known, and that links do not fail orrecover within a sequence of trials for a single message.Our study of unreliable high-speed networks suggests an alternative measure for evaluating theperformance of routing strategies as well as search schemes in geometric contexts: Consider the trans-mission of objects towards a target, in a setting with obstacles, where motion is fast, and decisionsare made at the launching point. Further discussion of this aspect of the problem is given in [12].We �rst study the greedy algorithm, which is known to be e�cient in other routing scenarios [9].We characterize topologies for which the greedy algorithm is optimal, and demonstrate by a simplecounterexample its ine�ciency for a large set of topologies. In the sequel, we focus on the subclassof serial/parallel (sp) networks and present an algorithm which constructs an optimal routing schemein time polynomial in the number of links, for any network of this type. We view the study of spnetworks as a �rst step in the investigation of other common subclasses of topologies, such as layeredgraphs and planar networks. We conclude with some complexity results concerning the hardness andthe approximability of the above optimization problem for general networks.The rest of this paper is organized as follows:Section 2 presents in detail the above network model and the routing approach adopted in the followingsections. In Section 3 we show the optimality of the greedy strategy for path converging networks. Fora general topology we show, that the greedy strategy does not provide a constant approximation tothe optimal strategy.In Section 4 we focus on the subclass of serial/parallel networks. Section 4.1 gives some propertiesof these networks, which enable us to reconstruct any optimal routing strategy from a sequence of atmost jEj s-t paths, In Section 4.2 we present an O(jEj3) algorithm, Asp, to �nd this sequence. Weshow that the sequence for the parallel composition of G1 and G2 (see de�nitions below) is a merge ofthe sequences of each of the Gi's. The details concerning the implementation of Asp are given in [8].In Section 5 we discuss general topologies, for which we show, that the problem of devising a strategywhich minimizes the expected delivery time of a message is in PSPACE and #P-Hard. We also show,that there is no polynomial time approximation for the minimal expected cost of delivering a singlemessage unless P=NP. Finally, in Section 6 we present some open problems.2 Preliminaries2.1 Model FormulationIn our model, the Known Failures model, a network is identi�ed with a directed graph G = (V;E),vertices s; t 2 V (the source and the destination), and success probabilities on the links { p(e) isthe probability that link e has not failed. These probabilities are independent, and thus the successprobability of a path is the product of the success probabilities of its links. Note that the successprobabilities of paths are not independent. Without loss of generality, each link in G belongs to somesimple path from s to t (i.e. an s-t path with no cycles), and there are no nodes of indegree 1 andoutdegree 1.Given a graph G, with source s, a destination t, and a vector �p of a priori success probabilities ofthe links, a routing strategy (or strategy, for short), S(G; s; t; �p) = m, is a function, that returns the



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 6next path to be tried.2.2 Modifying the Network TopologyWe assume the following mode of operation: A vector �p gives the a priori success probabilities of thelinks. To simplify the presentation, we assume, that 0 < p(ei) < 1. After each trial, if m is an s-tpath, then we are done; otherwise, let m = (e1; : : : ; er) and ei = (vi�1; vi) be the �rst faulty link (i.e.,the entire subpath (s; v1; :::; vi�1) is nonfaulty). We update the network topology as follows:(i) Contract the subpath (s; v1; :::; vi�1), i.e., remove all links entering v1; :::; vi�1, and then replaceany remaining link of the form (vj; u) (for j < i) by a link (s; u) with the same success probability.(ii) Remove the link ei from the network.(iii) Remove all links that do not belong to any simple s-t path.(iv) If v becomes a vertex with indegree and outdegree equal to 1, the pair of links (u; v), (v; w) isreplaced by the link (u; w) whose success probability is p(u; w) = p(u; v) � p(v; w).Thus, given the a priori probabilities, the routing strategy S �nds a �rst path m1. If m1 fails, theprocess is continued on the new (G; �p) until an s-t path is found or all paths have failed, in which caseS fails, and the message is blocked.Let ES(G; �p) denote the expected number of trials on paths under S for a graph G and successprobabilities �p. Our objective is to �nd an optimal routing strategy { a strategy with the minimalexpected number of trials, EOPT (G; �p).2.3 Trial TreesLet (G; �p) be a Known Failures network with n paths from s to t. Any routing strategy S on G maybe identi�ed with a trial tree T constructed as follows:The vertices of the tree correspond to the states of S, where each state signi�es a series of trials on thenetwork links with the recorded outcome (success/failure) for every trial. At each state, the strategyS chooses the next path to be tested, with which we label the vertex. Each tree-edge correspondsto an outcome of the trial. If the path consists of k links, then the corresponding vertex has k + 1children, where the i-th child indicates that link i was the �rst link to fail, and the k + 1st childindicates success. Hence, the trial tree prescribes a �xed series of trials on paths for every possiblecon�guration of failures on the links.Figure 1 gives an example of a network topology and a possible trial tree. A trial tree is optimalif it corresponds to an optimal strategy.3 Optimality of the Greedy Algorithm for Path Converging Topolo-giesOur �rst result refers to a subclass of topologies, in which dependencies of paths do not decrease thetotal number of trials per message. Thus no strategy could do any better than the greedy algorithm,
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Figure 1: A Trial Tree (a) for serial/parallel Network (b)



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 8which tries in each stage the path with maximal success probability (where �p is updated as describedin Section 2.2).De�nition 1: A network G = (V;E) with the source and destination s; t respectively is pathconverging from s to t, if Gn fsg consists of a tree rooted at t, and s is connected to all the leaves.Lemma 1: If the topology of G is path converging from s to t, then the greedy algorithm is optimal.The proof uses Theorem 1 and a simple interchange argument { we give it in the Appendix.Though the greedy approach was shown to be expedient in other routing scenarios (see ex. in [9]),in solving our optimization problem, the greedy algorithm may be far from optimal. We demonstrateit �rst by the following counterexample:Example 1: Consider the network of Figure 2. The set of paths isf(s; v1; v2; t); (s; v1; v3; t); (s; t)g,and the success probabilities arep(s;v1) = 12 ; p(s;t) = 13 ; p(v1;v2) = p(v1;v3) = 23 � " ; p(v2;t) = p(v3;t) = 1 :The path (s; t) has the highest success probability, but under any optimal routing scheme this path istried last, regardless of the states of the other paths in the network.In fact, for a general topology, the greedy algorithm does not even provide a constant approximationto the optimal strategy, as suggested in the followingLemma 2: For any c > 1 there exists a network (G; �p), such thatEG(G; �p)EOPT (G; �p) > c ; (1)where EG(G; �p), EOPT (G; �p) denote the expected number of trials on paths under the greedy algorithmand an optimal strategy respectively, for a network G and the success probabilities given by the vector�p.Proof: Consider the network (G; �p) in Figure 3: For simplicity, we present the set of nL disjointpaths from s to t by nL parallel links. Similarly, for the nR disjoint s-u paths and for the nR disjointpaths from u to t.We assume the following success probabilities:p(ei) = p 1 � i � nLp(fi) = q > p 1 � i � nRp(gi) = pq � " 1 � i � nRDenote by ES(GL; �pL) � EL; ES(GR; �pR) � ER, the expected number of trials in the left component(the nL parallel s-t paths) and in the right component (the n2R s-t paths through the node u) respec-tively, under a strategy S. Observe, that the expected number of trials on each of these components
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sv1v2tS (s; v1) (v1; v2; t)stS F(s; t) sv1v3t)S (v1; v3; t)stS F(s; t)(a) sv1v2 v3 t(b)Figure 2: The Optimal Trial Tree (a) for Example 1 (b)
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Figure 3: The Suboptimality of the Greedy Algorithmdoes not depend on the strategy S.Let pL; pR be the probabilities that there is no s-t path in the left and right components of G respec-tively.Obviously, the greedy algorithm tries �rst all the paths in the left component before passing to theright component, hence EG(G; �p) = EL + pL �ER :We denote by H the strategy which tries �rst all the paths in the right component, before passing tothe left component.Then, EH(G; �p) = ER + pR �EL ;and EG(G; �p)EOPT (G; �p) � EG(G; �p)EH(G; �p) = EL + pL �ERER + pR �EL :It is su�cient then to require, that ELER1 + pRELER > c :We now compute EL; ER and pR. Let the random variable Xs;t denote the number of trials of s-tlinks until �nding the �rst nonfaulty link. We use the notation G(p; n) for the truncated Geometricdistribution with a success probability p and where the maximal number of trials is n. Then Xs;t �



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 11G(p; nL),and EL = E(Xs;t) = 1�(1�p)nLpWe observe, that a transmission of a message in the right component involves �nding a nonfaultys-u link l, and then testing s-t paths on which l is the �rst link, until �nding a nonfaulty u-t link.The probability that there is a nonfaulty link between s and u is (1� (1� q)nR). Let Xs;u (Xu;t) bethe number of trials of s-u (u-t) links until the �rst nonfaulty link is found, then Xs;u � G(q; nR),Xu;t � G(p=q � "; nR), andER = E(Xs;u) + (1� (1� q)nR) �E(Xu;t)= nR�1Xj=0 (1� q)j + (1� (1� q)nR)nR�1Xj=0 (1� pq + ")j= 1� (1� q)nRq + (1� (1� q)nR) � 1� (1� pq + ")nRpq � "We note, that pR is the probability that all s-u links are faulty or there exists a nonfaulty s-u link,with all the u-t links faulty.Thus, pR = (1� q)nR + (1� (1� q)nR) � (1� pq + ")nR :Let x = EL=ER, then 1x <  1q + 1pq � "! � p :For q = 3(1� 4c")4c ; p = 3(1� 4c")(4c)2 ; " < 18cand su�ciently large nR, we have 1x + pR < 1c ;thus EG(G; �p)EH(G; �p) > c :4 SP - NetworksIn this section we discuss a subclass of topologies for which there exists an optimal trial tree, in whichall the orders of trials of paths are derived from a unique permutation � of E, the set of network links.Hence, the problem of constructing a trial tree reduces to �nding �.



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 12De�nition 2: Let (G1; s1; t1), (G2; s2; t2) be node disjoint networks, with si; ti 2 V (Gi):G1 =) G2, the serial composition of G1 and G2, is the union of G1 and G2 where t1 is identi�ed withs2. G1jjG2, the parallel composition of G1 and G2, is the union of G1 and G2, where s1 is identi�edwith s2 and t1 is identi�ed with t2.G is a serial/parallel (sp) network, if it can be constructed using only the operations =) and jj fromnetworks containing a single link. (See also [7, 16]).Lemma 3: The update procedure in Section 2.2, when applied to an sp network G of jEj links,produces an sp network of at most jEj � 1 links.For any e 2 E, we denote by G � e and G� e the networks resulting from the contraction and deletionof e respectively. The proof of the lemma follows from the fact that if G is an sp network, then so areG � e and G� e. This can be shown by induction on jEj.We introduce below some properties of optimal trial trees for sp networks.4.1 Identifying Strategies with Complete Orders on PathsA fault con�guration of a network is a partition of its links into faulty and nonfaulty links. Alonga series of trials, links are tested and their status (faulty or nonfaulty) becomes known. A faultcon�guration is complete for strategy S, if during the application of S with this con�guration everylink of G is tested.In the following discussion, we assume, that the success probabilities on the links satisfy 0 < p(e) < 1,8 e 2 E. (We assumed this holds initially, and obviously, the update procedure of Section 2.2 maintainsthis property.)Lemma 4: Let (G; �p) be a network, and S a strategy. Then there exists a complete fault con�gurationon (G; �p) for S. Moreover,there exist exactly two such fault con�gurations, which di�er only in thestatus of the last link tested by S.Proof: Existence: By induction on the number of links in G.Basis: The result is obvious for a network consisting of a single link.Induction step: Let l = (s; v) be the �rst link tried by S. If G� l contains an s-v path then we make lfail. Otherwise, we make l nonfaulty. In either case, we obtain a graph G0 as described in Section 2.2.By construction, G0 has one link less than G, and thus we can use the induction hypothesis.W.l.o.g., we may assume, that the last link tested by S is faulty, then it remains to show that thereis a unique complete fault con�guration for S.Uniqueness: Let C1, C2 be complete fault con�gurations and l = (u; v) the �rst link tested by S forwhich C1, C2 di�er. Observe, that since the strategy S is deterministic, the order of trials on thenetwork links is identical under C1, C2 until the link l is tested. Without loss of generality, we assume,that l is nonfaulty under C1 and faulty under C2. By the above assumption, l is not the last link testedby C1, C2, therefore v 6= t.We handle two cases:(i) All s-v paths have already been tested (and were found faulty) by C1, C2: Hence, under thecon�guration C2 the strategy S will never reach v again, and all links emanating from v will notbe tested by S under C2, contradicting the completeness of C2.



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 13(ii) At least one s-v path was not tested: Then, since under C1 no other s-v path will be tested, C1is not complete { a contradiction.Let C be a complete fault con�guration on (G; �p) for the strategy S, denoted by cfcS(G; �p). Thenwe order the links of G in the order by which they were tested under this con�guration. By Lemma4 the order is unique. We denote it by �L(G; S) = (l1; : : : ; ljEj), and call it the complete order of trialson links for strategy S. An order (l1; : : : ; ljEj) is an optimal complete order, if it is the complete orderon the links for some optimal strategy S�.De�nition 3: A sequence of paths (m1; : : : ; mk) is a complete order on paths for strategy S, if itis the sequence chosen by S for the complete fault con�guration on links, cfcS(G; �p). We denote thissequence of paths by �M(G; S).De�nition 4: A link l1 precedes a link l2 in the trial tree T , if there exists a sequence of trials onpaths given by T , in which l1 is tested before l2. (Note that it is possible that l1 precedes l2 becauseof one sequence of trials and on another sequence l2 precedes l1). A trial tree T is compatible with theorder �, if li � lj implies, that in every sequence of trials given by T , li is tested before lj.De�nition 5: bG is a minimal serial component, if in any presentation of bG of the form bG = (G1 =)G2) , either G1 = ; or G2 = ;. A minimal parallel component is de�ned similarly.In the remainder of the paper, we assume an optimal strategy S� and denote �M(G; S�) and �L(G; S�)by ��M(G) and ��L(G).De�nition 6: The subgraph ~G of G is a pre�x of G with respect to an optimal strategy S�, if thereis a pre�x of ��M(G) in which every path consists solely of links in ~G.Given the two permutations �1 = (i11; : : : ; i1r), �2 = (i21; : : : ; i2s) on disjoint sets (fi11; :::; i1rg \fi21; :::; i2sg = ;), we denote by �1 ��2 the concatenation of the permutations, i.e., the sequence(i11; : : : ; i1r; i21; : : : i2s).Lemma 5: Let G1; G2 be sp networks, and S�1 ; S�2 be optimal strategies for G1; G2, with the cor-responding complete orders on the links ��L(G1) and ��L(G2). Then ��L(G1)���L(G2) is an optimalcomplete order for G1 =) G2.Proof: Observe, that in any complete fault con�guration corresponding to an optimal strategy S�for G1 =) G2, all the links in G1 are tested before S� tests any of the links in G2. In any other case,it can be easily shown that S� is not optimal. The lemma follows from the optimality of S�1 and S�2 .Thus it remains to see how to deal with parallel compositions. In the following lemma we givethree properties of sp networks, that will enable us to �nd an algorithm for recursive construction ofan optimal strategy.



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 14Lemma 6: For any sp network (G; �p):(i) There exists an optimal trial tree T 0, in which for any two links l1 and l2 either l1 always precedesl2 or vice versa.Let S� denote the optimal strategy corresponding to T 0, with the complete order on links ��L(G). Forany subgraph G0 of G, we denote by ��L(G) jG0 the thinning of ��L(G) that includes only the links ofG0.(ii) If G = (G1 k G2), and ��L(G) = ��L(G1)���L(G2) ; (2)then for every pre�x ~G2 of G2, ��L(G1)���L(G2) j ~G2 is an optimal complete order for the graphG1 k ~G2.(iii) If G = (G1 k G2), and there exists a pre�x ~G1 of G1, such that(a) ��L(G) = ��L( ~G1)���L(G� ~G1) ; (3)(where G� ~G1 is the subgraph of G resulting from the deletion of the links in ~G1);(b) ~G1 is the maximal pre�x of G1 satisfying (3),then ��L( ~G1)���L(G� ~G1) jG2 is an optimal complete order for ~G1 k G2.Proof: By induction on the number of links in G.The base case is jEj = 0.For the induction step, we assume that properties (i)-(iii) hold in a network with smaller numberof links and show that G satis�es property (i). Then we use property (i) for G and the inductionhypothesis to show, that G satis�es properties (ii) and (iii).To simplify the proof we use an equivalent representation of a trial tree: Each node in the originaltree (which corresponds to a trial of a given path) is replaced by a sequence of trials of the links onthat path. Thus, the trial tree becomes a decision tree (see Figure 4).(i) We construct T 0 from two subtrees as follows: Let OUT (s) denote the set of links emanatingfrom s, i.e., OUT (s) = f(s; v1) j v1 2 V n fsg ; (s; v1) 2 Eg :For any link l = (s; v1) 2 OUT (s) let Sl be a strategy of minimal cost, among all the strategiesthat test l �rst. Note that the optimal strategy S� satis�esES�(G; �p) = minfESl(G; �p) : l 2 OUT (s)g : (4)We denote by Gl; G:l the graphs resulting from that trial, where l is nonfaulty and faultyrespectively. By Lemma 3, Gl; G:l are sp networks. Using the induction hypothesis, there existtwo optimal trial trees T 0l ; T 0:l for Gl and G:l. We show the existence of T 0l ; T 0:l that are mutuallycompatible, with respect to the relative order by which the links are tested. Let T 0(l) be the
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F S (s; t)(v1; v2; t) (v1; v3; t)(v1; v2; t) v1(v1; v3; t) v1S SFs(s; v1) (s; v1)s (s; t)

Figure 4: The Optimal Decision Tree for Example 1decision tree consisting of a root connected to the roots of T 0l and T 0:l, and the edges emanatingfrom the root of T 0(l) are labeled l and �l. Using the fact that the trees T 0l and T 0:l are optimal,we identify the tree T 0(l) with Sl, for every l 2 OUT (s), and choose T 0 to be the tree T 0(l) forwhich the expected number of trials is minimal, i.e., the corresponding strategy S� satis�es (4).We start by showingClaim 1: There exist optimal trial trees T 0l ; T 0:l for Gl; G:l, such that for any pair of links li; ljin Gl \ G:l, if li � lj in T 0:l then li � lj in T 0l .Proof: We handle the following two cases separately:Case 1. There is no alternative path from s to v1. We further distinguish between the followingsub-cases:(a) l is the only link emanating from s, then G:l = ; and the claim holds.(b) There exist T 0l ; T 0:l, such that the corresponding ��L(G:l) is a su�x of ��L(Gl). I.e., if��L(Gl) = (i1; : : : ; ir) (where r is the number of links in Gl), then ��L(G:l) = (ij; : : : ; ir), forsome 1 < j � r. Thus the trees T 0l and T 0:l satisfy the statement in the claim.(c) Neither (a) nor (b). In this case v1 6= t.Observe, that the links emanating from s in Gl either belong to G, (and hence belong alsoto G:l) or are derived from links that emanated from v1. Also, v1 =2 G:l.Let bGl be the minimal serial component of Gl containing all the links emanating from s inGl. bGl can be represented as bGl = Gl;1 k Gl;2, and Gl;1 contains all the links that emanatedin G from v1 (see Figure 5). Since v1 6= t, Gl;1 6= ; and G contains s-t paths that avoid v1.Hence Gl;2 6= ;.
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tvkFigure 5: The Graph Gl obtained after the trial of (s; v1) in Case 1 (c)By applying property (iii) of the induction hypothesis to bGl, if eGl;1 is the pre�x of Gl;1which is to be tried before passing to Gl;2 under some optimal complete order ��L( bGl) forbGl, then ��L( eGl;1)���L( bGl) jGl;2is an optimal complete order for the subgraph eGl;1 k Gl;2. This implies that ��L( bGl) jGl;2 isan optimal complete order for Gl;2, since Gl;2 is obtained after trying the pre�x eGl;1. Inaddition, G:l is a serial composition Gl;2 =) G3 for some subgraph G3 of G. Assume that��L(G3) is an optimal complete order for G3 , then by Lemma 5 ��L( bGl) jGl;2 � ��L(G3) is anoptimal complete order for G:l. (In the special case where G3 = ; we have ��L(G3) = ;).This order is consistent with ��L( bGl)���L(G3), that is optimal for Gl. Hence there existT 0l ; T 0:l, that are mutually compatible.Case 2. There exists an alternative path from s to v1.De�ne Gl; G:l as in Case 1, then Gl is obtained by updating the graph when l is nonfaulty, andG:l is obtained by omitting only l from G. Hence, identifying the links in Gl, that emanate froms due to the contraction of l, with the corresponding links (that emanate from v1) in G:l, wenote that every link of Gl also belongs to G:l.Let bG:l be the minimal serial component of G:l, such that bG:l = G:l;1 k G:l;2 and G:l;1 consistsof all the paths in bG:l which include v1, and let bGl = Gl;1 k Gl;2 and the subgraph G3 be de�nedas in Case 1 (c).We denote by ��L(G:l;1),��L(G:l;2) some optimal complete orders for G:l;1; G:l;2 respectively, then��L(G:l;1) jGl;1 is an optimal complete order for Gl;1, and ��L(G:l;2) is an optimal complete order



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 17for Gl;2. Using properties (i)� (iii) for Gl; G:l, there exists an optimal complete order ��L( bG:l)for bG:l, such that ��L( bG:l) jbGl is an optimal complete order for bGl. Then the optimal completeorders for Gl; G:l, given by ��L( bG:l) jbGl���L(G3) and ��L( bG:l)���L(G3) respectively, are mutuallycompatible.Using Claim 1, the tree T 0(l) can be constructed from the compatible subtrees T 0l ; T 0:l by attach-ing their roots to the endpoints of the edges l;:l that emanate from s. Let Sl be the strategycorresponding to T 0(l), and let l� satisfyESl� (G; �p) = minfESl(G; �p) : l 2 OUT (s)g :Then T 0 = T 0(l�).(ii) Let G = G1 k G2, and ��L(G) = ��L(G1) � ��L(G2) be a complete order compatible with someoptimal tree T 0 for G. Let ~G2 be any pre�x of G2, and perm(��L(G1) � ��L(G2) j ~G2) be anypermutation of (��L(G1) � ��L(G2) j ~G2).Let the order perm(��L(G1) � ��L(G2) j ~G2) � ��L(G2) jG2� ~G2be a complete order on the links of G for some strategy S, then from the optimality of S�,ES�(G; �p) � ES(G; �p) : (5)Denote by CG1k ~G2 the set of all con�gurations of failures on the links in G1 k ~G2, and letC 2 CG1k ~G2 . We de�ne the indicator function f as follows: f(C; G) = 1 if all paths in G are faultyunder C, and 0 otherwise. We use the notation ES(G; �p j C) for the expected number of trialsunder the strategy S for G, with the fault con�guration C.Using the subtree of T 0 that includes only links in G1 k ~G2, the expected number of trials forS� is given byES�(G; �p) = ES�(G1 k ~G2; �p) + XCi2CG1k ~G2f(Ci; G1 k ~G2) �ES�(G2 � ~G2; �p j Ci) � Pr(Ci) : (6)We proceed by evaluating the right hand side of Inequality (5). Observe, that the inequalityholds for any trial tree that corresponds to the strategy S, therefore we may assume a trialtree TS , that is compatible with the order perm(��L(G1) � ��L(G2) j ~G2) � ��L(G2) jG2� ~G2 . Using thesubtree of TS that includes only links in G1 k ~G2, and the fact that S� and S use the samecomplete orders on the links for the subgraph G2 � ~G2, we haveES(G; �p) = ES(G1 k ~G2; �p) + XCi2CG1k ~G2f(Ci; G1 k ~G2) �ES�(G2 � ~G2; �p j Ci) �Pr(Ci) : (7)Substituting (6) and (7) into Inequality (5) we have the desired property for G1 k ~G2.(iii) Using the induction hypothesis (ii) for ~G1 k G2, if ��L( ~G1)���L(G� ~G1) jG2 is optimal for ~G1 k G2,then for any pre�x ~G2 of G2, the order ��L( ~G1)���L(G� ~G1) j ~G2 is optimal for ~G1 k ~G2.



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 18Assume by way of contradiction, that there is a pre�x ~G2 of G2, such that the complete order��L( ~G1)���L(G� ~G1) j ~G2 is not optimal for the subgraph ~G1 k ~G2.This implies that there exists a strategy S 0 for ~G1 k ~G2, whose complete order on the links is�L( ~G1 k ~G2; S 0) = perm(��L( ~G1) � ��L(G� ~G1) j ~G2) ;such that ES0( ~G1 k ~G2; �p) < ES�( ~G1 k ~G2; �p) : (8)Let �L(G; S0) = perm(��L( ~G1) � ��L(G� ~G1) j ~G2)���L(G) jG� ~G1� ~G2be the complete order on the links for G under S0, and let TS0 be a trial tree that is compatiblewith this order.We note, that TS0 can be obtained from T 0 by replacing the subtree in T 0 that includes thelinks in ~G1 k ~G2 with the corresponding subtree in TS0 . Using Inequality (8) and a computationsimilar to the computation given in (6) and (7), we haveES0(G; �p) < ES�(G; �p) :Contradiction to the optimality of S�.Combining the three properties in Lemma 6 we have the following merge property:Corollary 1: For any parallel composition ofG1; G2, with the optimal orders on paths ��M(G1),��M(G2)respectively, there exists an optimal order ��M(G) that is consistent with both ��M(G1) and ��M(G2).The following theorem shows how to reduce the search space of the optimal trial trees.Theorem 1: For any sp graph there exists an optimal strategy S�, such that the corresponding trialtree is compatible with �L(G; S�).The theorem follows from property (i) in Lemma 6.Observe, that by De�nition 3, if �L(G; S�) is the complete order on links under an optimal strat-egy S� for G, then ��M(G) = �M(G; S�) is the set of s-t paths tried within the sequence �L(G; S�).Therefore, Theorem 1 implies, that if we know the complete order on paths, ��M(G), for some unknownoptimal strategy S�, then we can reconstruct S� (i.e., determine the trials on paths made by S� underany possible scenario of failures) as follows:Reconstruct a Strategy S� from ��M(G)While ��M(G) 6= ; do1. Try the �rst path in ��M(G).2. Upon failure, �p and G are updated as described in Section 2, and ��M(G) changes in the followingmanner:



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 19(a) If the link ei was found faulty in the last trial, then all the paths in ��M(G) containing itare deleted from ��M(G),(b) If ej =2 E (i.e., ej was contracted after the last trial), then it is deleted from all the pathsin which it appeared in ��M(G).(c) For any two links (u; v); (v;w) in G, that were concatenated into the single link (u; w) (see(iv) in Section 2.2), we update the paths including (u; v) and (v; w) to include the link(u; w), that is, on those paths we replace the subpath (u; v; w) by the single link (u; w).(Observe, that our update procedure guarantees, that if (u; v); (v;w) are concatenated intoa single link then there is no path in �M(G) that contains only one of these links, or inwhich the two links are not consecutive).Hence, for any sp graph (G; �p), it is su�cient to �nd a complete order on paths, which corresponds toan optimal strategy.Given �M(G; S), let �(�M(G; S)) be the strategy resulting from the above construction. We proceedwith a proof of correctness.Theorem 2: For any strategy S, S = �(�M(G; S)) : (9)Proof: Let S0 = �(�M(G; S)), then both S and S 0 try �rst the same path, m1 = (e1; : : : ; el), in�M(G; S) (ei denotes the ith link on the path). Denote by ei the �rst faulty link in m1. Let mj bethe �rst path in �M(G; S) not containing ei. By the above construction, the next path tried by S0 ism0j resulting from mj by contraction of the nonfaulty links e1; : : : ; ei�1.Assume that the next path tried by S is m 6= m0j . Denote by vj the last vertex in G common to bothm and m0j, then e = (vj; u) is the �rst link in m�m0j and e0 = (vj; u0) is the �rst link in m0j �m.Since both S and S 0 are compatible with �L(G; S) for cfcS(G; �p), it follows that in �L(G; S) e0 � e,therefore after the trial of e in the above fault con�guration (e1; : : : ; ei�1 are nonfaulty and ei is faulty),S never tries e0.Now, assume a con�guration of failures in which e1; :::; ei�1 are nonfaulty, ei is faulty and the onlynonfaulty path includes e, then S does not �nd it, in contradiction to its validity.By an inductive argument it follows, that for any con�guration of failures on the links, S and S 0 choosethe same sequence of trials on paths.4.2 The Construction of ��M (G)The length of an optimal sequence of paths is at most O(jEj), since each trial of a path adds at leastone link to the set of tested links. We show below how to use Corollary 1 to �nd this sequence inpolynomial time.De�nition 7: Given a parallel composition G = (G1 k G2) and any strategy S, we say that G1�!G2under S, if for every con�guration of failures on the links, S tries a path in G2 only after �nding thatevery path in G1 includes a faulty link.



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 20De�nition 8: Let ��M(G) be an optimal order on paths for G with the corresponding optimalcomplete order on links ��L(G). We call the graph SG a su�x of G, if it can be obtained from G asfollows:1. For some pre�x ~��M(G) of ��M(G), represented by a pre�x ~��L of ��L(G), assign to each link itsstatus in cfcS�(G; �p).2. Apply the update procedure (as given in Section 2.2) to G using the status (faulty/nonfaulty)assigned to the links in ~��L.Example 2: For the network of Example 1, an optimal complete order on links is��L(G) = ((s; v1); e1; e2; (s; t));where e1 = (v1v2; t) and e2 = (v1v3; t). (Recall that we replace the links attached to vertices of degree2 by a single link.)A complete fault con�guration for the network under the corresponding optimal strategy is (1; 0; 0; 1).The subgraph ~G = (V; ~E) with ~E = f(s; v1); e1g is a pre�x of G. Taking ~��L = ((s; v1); e1) with thelink (s; v1) nonfaulty, and the link e1 faulty we obtain the graph SG = (V 0; E 0), with V 0 = fs; tg andE 0 = f(s; t); (s; t)g, which is a su�x of G.The construction of an optimal trial tree for an sp graph involves handling serial and parallelcompositions of subgraphs. For these two cases we give the following algorithm:Algorithm Asp:Input: The optimal orders on paths ��M(G1); ��M(G2) for (G1; �p1); (G2; �p2) respectively.Output: An optimal order on paths ��M(G) for (G; ( �p1; �p2)), where G is a serial or parallel compositionof G1 and G2.Case 1: G = (G1 =) G2)Let ��M(G1) = (m11; : : : ; m1k), ��M(G2) = (m21; : : : ; m2l ) then��M(G) = (m11m21; m12m21; : : : ; m1km21; m1km22; : : : ; m1km2l ) :Case 2: G = (G1 k G2)1. Let ��M(G) = the empty sequence; i = 1; j = 2.2. Let SGi = Gin��M(G) (i.e., contract and delete from Gi the links in ��M(G) according to theirstate in cfcS(Gi; �pi)); SGj = Gjn��M(G).3. Let gSG�i be the maximal pre�x gSGi of SGi satisfyingE(T jgSGi�!gSGj) � E(T jgSGj�!gSGi) (10)for every pre�x gSGj of SGj.4. Append gSGi� to ��M(G); Exchange i and j.



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 215. Repeat steps 2-4 until both su�xes are empty graphs.Theorem 3: Asp produces an optimal trial tree for any sp graph G.Proof: For G = (G1 =) G2), where G1; G2 are sp, the proof is immediate. We thereforeassume that G = (G1 k G2). From Corollary 1, it is su�cient to consider all the pre�xes of ��M1 and��M2. By De�nition 6, a pre�x ~G of a graph G represents a sequence of paths in G. Let ��M(G) =( gSG11; gSG21; gSG12; gSG22; : : :) be the sequence of paths produced by the algorithm, where gSG1k;gSG2kare pre�xes of the su�xes of G1; G2 left from iteration k� 1 of the algorithm, and we pass from gSG1kto gSG2k when all paths in gSG1k were found faulty, and from gSG2k to gSG1(k+1), when all paths of gSG2kwere found faulty.It remains to show, that if gSG�1k is the maximal pre�x satisfying (10) at iteration k, then it is thenext term in ��M(G) (and the same for gSG�2k after the concatenation of gSG�1k to ��M(G)).By property (iii) in Lemma 6, we look for a pre�xgSG1k such that the order of trialsgSG1k �! SG2kis optimal for gSG1k k SG2k. Since the next term in ��M(G) belongs to G1, there exists such a pre�x inSG1k. In order to �nd the desired pre�x, we check for every pre�x gSG1k of SG1k, ifE(T jgSG1k �! SG2k) � E(T jgSG1k 6�! SG2k): (11)The right hand side of inequality (11) is computed by using properties (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 6:If inequality (11) is satis�ed for a pre�x gSG1k of SG1k, then by property (ii) of the lemma, for everypre�x gSG2k of SG2k, the order gSG1k �! gSG2k is optimal for gSG1k k gSG2k, therefore, it is su�cientto check inequality (10). If there exists a pre�x gSG2k for which inequality (10) is not satis�ed withgSG1k, then obviously inequality (11) is not satis�ed for gSG1k.There may be several pre�xes of SG1k satisfying (10), but since the next term in ��M(G) is a pre�x ofSG2k, we take the maximal among the gSG1k's, denoted above by gSG�1k.Theorem 4: The construction of an optimal trial tree for an sp-graph G = (V;E), using thealgorithm Asp requires O(jEj3) steps.Proof: For a given sequence of serial/parallel compositions, we consider �rst the number of stepsrequired in constructing an optimal trial tree for a single composition.1. G0 = (G1 =) G2): O(jEj) steps are required in the implementation of the algorithm, for thecase G is a serial composition.2. G0 = (G1 k G2): We have to consider the number of operations required in Step 3 of Asp.Writing ��M(G1) and ��M(G2) as two sequences of paths, (i1; : : : ; ik) and (i1; : : : ; il) respectively,we start with the complete sequences. Each time a pre�x of a sequence is appended to ��M(G), itis deleted from the appropriate sequence. Therefore, any pre�x of ��M(G1) is compared at mosttwice with every pre�x of ��M(G2), and the sequences are merged in O(jEj2) steps. Observe,that the evaluation of the two sides of inequality (10), in each comparison of two pre�xes, doesnot a�ect the overall number of operations, since the desired expectations may be obtainediteratively in constant time, using the expectations calculated in previous stages.As the number of compositions producing an sp graphG = (V;E) is O(jEj), the overall time complexityof the algorithm Asp is O(jEj3).



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 225 The Complexity of Adaptive Source Routing in a General Net-workIn this section we state some complexity results concerning the minimization of the cost of deliveringa single message in a general high-speed network. These results account for our di�culty in devisingan optimal strategy for a wider class of topologies.Lemma 7: ([3]) For a given network (G; �p), computing EOPT (G; �p) is #P-Hard.Theorem 5: The problem of devising a strategy, which minimizes the cost of delivery for a singlemessage can be solved in polynomial space and is #P-Hard.Proof: The above problem is in PSPACE, since it is a problem of decision-making in conditions ofuncertainty (follows from Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 in [11]).From Lemma 7 it follows, that devising an optimal strategy is #P-Hard (since the computationalproblem of �nding the �rst path to be tried under an optimal strategy is #P-Hard).We now claim that the minimal expected cost is even hard to approximate.Our optimization problem is closely related to the s-t reliability problem de�ned as follows:Input: A network (G; �p), and s; t 2 V .Output: The probability that G has a nonfaulty s-t path.Denote this probability by p, then given � > 0, ~p is an �-approximation to p, if(1� �)p � ~p � (1 + �)pTheorem 6: For any polynomial time algorithm A, and " > 0, there exists a network (G; �p), suchthat EA(G; �p)EOPT (G; �p) > 1 + " :Proof: We use a reduction similar to that given in the proof of Lemma 7 ([3]): For a given network(G; �p), where G = (V;E), e = jEj, such that the success probability of every link is 12 , let s; t 2 V , andp be the probability that there is a nonfaulty s-t path in G. Obviously, p = k2e for some integer k � 1.The reduction is to the network (G0; �p0), with V 0=V , E 0=E[f(s; t)g. The success probability on (s; t)is 12e . Then an optimal strategy tries the link (s; t) last in any series of trials on paths.Thus, EOPT (G0; �p0) = EOPT (G; �p) � p+ (EOPT (G; �p) + 1) � (1� p);or p = EOPT (G; �p) + 1� EOPT (G0; �p0):Let � = �(2e+1)2e , and B� be a polynomial time algorithm, that provides �-approximations B�(G) andB�(G0) for EOPT (G; �p), EOPT (G0; �p0) respectively. Let ~p denote an approximation to p.Then, ~p = B�(G) + 1� B�(G0)� (1� �)EOPT (G; �p) + 1� (1 + �)EOPT (G0; �p0)= p� �(EOPT (G0; �p0) +EOPT (G0; �p0)) � p� �(2e+ 1) :



Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 23Hence, the existence of a polynomial time �-approximations to EOPT (G; �p),EOPT (G0; �p0) implies theexistence of an �-approximation for p. The statement of the theorem follows from the fact that it ishard to approximate p [13].6 Conclusions and Open ProblemsWe examined a variant of the CTP [12], which applies to high speed networks, where failures on linksmay occur between transmissions of distinct messages, and the expected transmission time of a singlemessage depends on the number of paths tried until its successful delivery.We have shown, that the problem of devising an optimal routing strategy, based on the failureprobabilities of the links and the accumulated knowledge on faulty links is #P-Hard.A polynomial time algorithm for constructing an optimal routing strategy was presented for thesubclass of serial-parallel networks.Open Problems:� Is there a subclass of topologies for which the greedy algorithm is a constant approximation toan optimal strategy?� Are there polynomial time algorithms for devising e�cient routing schemes for other subclassesof topologies (such as layered graphs and planar networks)?� Can we achieve a bounded ratio to the minimal expected cost for a general network using e�cientdecomposition to serial/parallel components?� How do the above results extend to resolving the problem of adaptive routing in an arbitrary(unreliable) network, where the network properties call for source routing , and distances areincorporated into the cost function?AcknowledgmentsWe would like to thank Shai Ben-David for the contribution of Example 1 and for many illuminatingcomments throughout the early stages of this work. We also thank Amotz Bar-Noy, Amir Herzberg,Ilan Kessler and Shay Kutten, for some helpful discussions, and for communicating to us Lemma 7,that motivated the discussion of general network topologies. The presentation of the paper bene�tedmuch from the careful reading and detailed comments of two anonymous referees.References[1] V. Ahuja, \Design and Analysis of Computer Networks", McGraw-Hill Book Company, NewYork, 1982.
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Itai, Shachnai: Adaptive Source Routing.. 25AppendixProof of Lemma 1: The network topology implies, that any link emanating from s belongs to asingle s-t path. The proof is by interchange argument:Since any path converging network is an sp graph, we use Theorem 1 to identify an optimal strategywith a unique order of trials on the network links. Assume that ��M(G) = (m1; : : : ; mn) is a completeorder on paths for an optimal strategy S� on G, then ��M(G) contains every s-t path in G. Letmi; mi+1be two consecutive elements in ��M(G), with the success probabilities pmi ; pmi+1 respectively, then it issu�cient to show, that pmi < pmi+1 =) S� is not optimal:Denote by ProbS�(T > r) the probability, that for a given network, the number of trials of paths underthe strategy S� is higher than r, thenES�(G; �p) = n�1Xr=0 ProbS�(T > r) : (12)We denote by S0 the strategy, which switches mi and mi+1, i.e.�M = (m1; : : : ; mi+1; mi; : : : ; mn) : (13)We handle the following two cases separately:1. mi and mi+1 are disjoint, then it follows from [15], thatES�(G; �p)� ES0(G; �p) > 0 : (14)2. If mi and mi+1 are dependent, then letmi = (ei1; : : : ; eik) mi+1 = (e(i+1)1; : : : ; e(i+1)l) :For some 1 � j � min(l; j), the last j links in mi; mi+1 are identical.We use the notation pir; p(i+1)r for the success probabilities on eir 1 � r � k , e(i+1)r 1 � r � jrespectively, then pi(k�j) = p(i+1)(l�j); : : : ; pik = p(i+1)l;and since failure probabilities on the links are independent,pmi+1 > pmi =) l�j�1Yr=1 p(i+1)r > k�j�1Yr=1 pir ;thus, conditioning on the location of the �rst fault on each of the paths under the strategies S�and S0, we �nd ES�(G; �p)� ES0(G; �p) > 0 :


